
The young person's enhancement at occupation Ability Development chance
○ Occupation ability form system (Job-card system) as the young person's occupation ability development chance
　Expansion of Japanese version dual system and foundation of having a period of practice type training that combines practice with theory study related to 
　employment and support etc.
○ Trial employment

Execution of finding employment and support for unstable employed who sleep or stay at net cafes etc.

Others
○ Promotion of finding employment support in the young work plaza
○ Promotion of Public Employment Security Office’s（Hello Work） programs to make job-hopping part timers employed as regular workers
○ To entrust Job-café service centers with programs to help people find employment on their own initiative

Development of Local youth support stations
○ “Local region youth support station” provide support for unemployed persons etc, enforce guidance by a visiting supporting business and expanding these 

place. (50 places→75places (As of April 1, 2008))
Enforcement of Youth Independent School business

○ Instability employed who residence is lost, or stays at net cafes etc., and supporting for stable job opportunity and advice of occupation, job placement, security 
of residence and the technical training program.

2　Supporting youth challenge who need that support from local organizations

Increase employment assistance of young person and concern common knowledge etc., public relation and tighten consultation functions

Major Employment Measures for Young People in FY 2008

1　Reinforcement of assistance to job-hopping part time job, etc.
Reinforcement of assistance to job-hopping part time job for long standing

○ Assistance to long standing job-hopping part timers employed as regular workers
・Promotion of “The job-meeting” program to make job-hopping part timers employed as regular workers
　Person in charge of human resource from small and medium enterprises provide opportunities for “Job-meeting” which is practice for model of job-interview 

for job-hopping part timers, this program opportunity is that to understand for long standing job-hopping part timers. In addition, they have assistance for how 
to appeal for job-hopping part timers experience in job hunting interview place etc., for long standing job-hopping part timers.    

・Assistance to employed regular workers by job-club basis.
　Assistance of the job-club basis provides the place for aiming to promote learning in private the know-how and searching of a suitable occupation for 

job-hopping part timers who cannot job hunt effectively. (Enforcing Job-club activities in 14 places, where many old job-hopping part timers are present.)
○ Assistance to system of self-development of ability for long standing job-hopping part timers

After follow-up training is done if necessary by making the industrial internship precede it to judge long standing job-hopping part timers finding employment 
ability.The training system that evaluates the ability by the main enterprise ahead is executed, and after training ends, the training course is adjusted to the 
recruitment condition that the industry requests is developed and executed. 

○ It persists in well-known, enlightenment, and guidance of the young person's expansion at the application chance to the entrepreneur, who collects a good 
case such as the enterprises analyzed, and it offers it to the entrepreneur. In addition, cooperation is aimed at with the entrepreneur group, also entrepreneur 
who works on expansion at application chance etc., and encourages the strengthening of consultation content.

○ Youth independence school business enforce life training and job training in a group residential training course, in addition the training course gained 
confidence for young people. 

Spread promoting carrier consulting for young people
○ The revision about the ability matter that it is necessary develops it to a career consultant for youths to promote the smooth formation of a professional career 

for the youth and enforce a seminar for the person in charge of youth supporting institution.   
○ Develop a mobile site with the career consulting navigation and offer education training information and recruitment information.


